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During the screening studies of antibacterial agents against Escherichia
coli strains harboring episomes, namely F-lac-tet, R100, and T-kan, it was
found that the strains carrying these episomes were more sensitive to
macarbomycin than their original strains without episomes.

As described by Mitsuhashi1^ R factors have become wide-spread among most
genera of Enterobacteriaceae, which are isolated from humans and livestock all over

the world. R factors carrying drug-resistance against tetracycline (TG), chloram-
phenicol (CM), streptomycin (SM), sulfanilamide (SA), and their combinations2'^
have been frequently observed. Furthermore, those carrying resistance to ampicillin
(AB-PC)7) or to kanamycin (KM)8), or to both in addition to the aforementioned 4

drugs were recently demonstrated. Thus, studies of R factors which are transferred
by conjugation have great importance in clinical chemotherapy.

Moreover, it was found that R factors were lost spontaneously from their host
strains during storage of these strains in cooked meat media9) and were eliminated
artificially by treating such strains with acridine dyeslo~12). It was also reported that

sensitivity of E. coli strains to atabrine was enhanced by the presence of an R factor13).
On the basis of these facts, we started screening studies of antibacterial agents, which
would act selectively on bacterial strains carrying episomes including R factor. This
paper deals with the effect of macarbomycin14) exhibiting preferential inhibition

a

gainst E. coli strains carrying episomes such as F, R, and T15) factors.

Materials and Methods

Antibiotics : Chloramphenicol, tetracycline and kanamycin were used at the concentra-
tionsof 25, 50 and 50 mcg/ml. The properties of macarbomycin have been described by
Umezawa in another paperu). A sample of macarbomycin (4,000 units/mg) was supplied

by Dr. K. Maeda, National Institute of Health, Tokyo.
Host strains and episomes: Escherichia coli K12 W3630 was Used as host cells

for various episomes. Episomes used were R100, T-kan, and F-lac-tet factors. R100
factor was originally isolated by Nakaya and carries resistance to four drugs; tetra-
cycline, chloramphenicol, streptomycin and sulphonamides16). F13 factor was isolated by

Hirota17) and it transfers with high frequency lac+, pur+ and pho+ (ability to synthesize
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alkaline phosphatase). F-lac-tet factor is a recombinant between F13 factor and tet2%
determinant18). The non-transferable tet2% determinant is responsible for resistance to

tetracycline (TC) and was derived from R10 (TCà"CMà"SMà"SA) factor by transduction with
bacteriophage epsilon19). It is known that non-infectious drug-resistance determinants
acquire conjugal transmissibility by the formation of recombinants with T (transfer)

factors. T-kan factor is a recombinant between T95 factor and non-infectious kanamycin
(KM)-resistance determinant15'20).

Media : Brain heart infusion broth (BHI, Difco) and EMB-lactose agar21) were used.
Soft EMB-lactose agar was the same as EMB-lactose agar except that the concentration
of agar was a half.

Replica plating method : Lederberg's method was employed22).
Identification of the bacteria carrying episomes: For the identification of R100,

T-kany and F-lac-tet factors, the conjugal transmissibilities of the drug resistance in
each episome, namely the transmissibilities of CM-, KM-, and TC-resistance, were
examined respectively.
Viable, count of bacteria: Bacterial culture was diluted with saline, and 0.1 ml was

mixed with 2ml of soft EMB-lactose agar and overlayed on EMB-lactose agar plate.

A

fter overnight cultivation, the colonies which appeared were counted.
Bacterial growth was determined photometrically every 5 minutes by using Biophoto-

meter (Bonet-Maury and Jouan Co., Ltd., France).

Results

The strains carrying episomes were tested for sensitivity to macarbomycin com-
pared with the original strains without the episomes. E. coli K12 W3630 and a

strain carrying an episome were mixed in the ratio of 1:10. If the strains carrying
the episomes were more sensitive to macarbomycin than the original strains, it would

be expected that the percentage of the drug-sensitive cells in the mixed culture
would increase during growth in the presence of macarbomycin compared with
growth in the absence of the antibiotic. As shown in Table 1, the percentage of

drug-sensitive cells in the mixed culture after overnight cultivation was 2~16 % in

the absence of macarbomycin but increased to about 50~99% in the presence of 10

or 20 mcg/ml of macarbomycin.

From these results it was assumed that macarbomycin inhibited the growth of

c

ells harboring episomes more markedly than cells without an episome. The growth

Table 1. Effect of macarbomycin on the growth of bacteria carrying episomes

Bacterial strains
contained in the

mixed culture

Macarbomycin added
0 Ag/ml

Growth of the
mixed culture

Sensitive
cells (%)*[

10 jug/ml

Growth of the
mixed culture

sensitive
fills r sn*l

20 jug/ml

Growth of the
mixed culture

Sensitive
cells(%)*

W3630+W3630
R100+

W3630+W3630
T-kan+

W3630+W3630
F-lac-tet+

+++

+++

+++

16

7

2

++

++

++

55

86

77

+

+

+

99

99

I I 1 1 1

Drug-sensititive bacteria and those carrying an episome were mixed in the ratio 1 : 10, and were inoculated
in BHI broth with or without macarbomycin. After an overnight incubation at 37°C, the growth level of the
mixed culture was examined, and the ratio of drug-sensitive to total cells was assayed by the replica plating
;method as described.neuiuu a.s ucsuiucu.

n*-««r+l-. à" _LJ_-1_ 108-109 «

106-107 rens ner m^

: The ratio of drug-sensitive cells to total cells in %.
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Fig. 1. Effect of macarbomycin on the growth of E. coli strains carrying episomes.

One ml of overnight culture of bacteria in BHI broth was added to 9ml of BHI broth
shaken at 37°C until the optical density at 660m^ of the culture became 0.7, 0.62, 0.7, and
0.65, in the case of W3630 R100+ (la), W3630 T-kan+ (lb), W3630 F-lac-tet+ (lc), and
W3630 (Id), respectively. These values corresponded to about 5x108/ml viable cells. <s\
0.1ml sample of each culture was withdrawn and added to 10ml of BHI broth with or
without macarbomycin, and the growth curve was examined with Biophotometer (Bonet-
Maury and Jouan, France).

(a) (b)
W3630 R100+

Mac 0

Mac 5mcg/m\

Mac lO mcg/ml

6 hours

(c)
W3630 F-!ac-fet+

å Mac 0

20

*s'-40

\60

80

100

W3630

Mac 5 mcg/mJ
~6hours dMac lOmcg/ml

6 hours

curves of each strain in the presence of various concentrations of macarbomycin are

shown in Fig. 1. The growth of W3630 was completely inhibited by 20mcg/ml of

macarbomycin but only slightly inhibited by 5 or 10 mcg/ml under the conditions
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Fig. 2. Effect of macarbomycin on the
viability of W3630 R100+

E. coli W3630 R100+ was grown in BHI
broth with shaking at 37°C. When the
number of bacteria reached 2.8xlO8 per
ml, macarbomycin was added to the cul-
ture and the number of viable cells was
then counted.

E10

. -Control
5 mcg/m/
lOmcg/ml

_._.; 20 mcg/mJ

employed. In contrast, the growth of W3630
F-lac-tet+ was completely inhibited even by

the addition of 5 mcg/ml of macarbomycin
and with strains W3630 R100+ and W3630

T-kan+, 20 and 10 mcg/ml caused complete
inhibition of growth, and 5meg per ml of

macarbomycm resulted in siignt mniDiuon. j
Thus, it was found that growth of the

strains harboring episomes was more sensitive
to macarbomycin than was growth of the
original strain without an episome, and the

inhibitory effect of macarbomycin on growth
of W3630 harboring episomes decreased in
the following order: F-lac-tet, T-han, and
R100.

Ihe ettect ot marcarbomycm on tne 'o^ å >å  £ g 4 g ^ 7hours
v iability of W3630 R100+ was also examined.

As shown in Fig. 2, the number of viable cells of W31530 R100+ was decreased by
the addition of 20mcg/ml of macarbomycin after about 90 minutes lag, but the

addition of either 5 or 10mcg/ml did not show any effect on the viability of W3630
R100+. These results are accounted for by the facts that macarbomycin has two

effects on W3630 carrying episomes, namely a killing effect and an inhibitory effect
ongrowth.

Discussion
Macarbomycin has been reported to inhibit the cell wall synthesis of Staphylococcus

aureus23). It is known that E. coli carrying either F or R factor produces f+24) or r+25>26)

a ntigen respectively, which is not detected in the strain without such episomes. Further-
more it has been found that the f+ antigen of E. coli F+ is due to F pili which were
produced on the surface of F+ bacteria27).å  The strains of E. coli carrying R factor have
also been found to produce R pili similar to F pili, and the pili formation has been con-

s idered to participate in the conjugal transfer of either episome or the host chromosome28'29).It was reported from this laboratory that T factors have many genetic properties similar
to R factors, although the detailed studies still await clarification20). Considering these

facts, the preferential effect of macarbomycin on the bacterial strains carrying episomes

m ay be explained by its effect on a specific material on the cell surface of bacteria carryingepisomes. The detailed studies will be described elsewhere.
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